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Introduction
Once again, this paper proved generally accessible to candidates across the ability range.
The additional 15 minutes continues to have a marked influence both in terms of the quality
of responses (more thinking time) and a reduction in the number of non-completed scripts.
There remains a proportion of candidates who still write more than the space provided
within the answer booklet. For many this is a precarious tactic, leaving them short on
time to complete the rest of the paper.   Once again, candidates should be reminded not
to write ‘more of the same’, but always to be concise and succinct wherever possible and, of
course, to focus on the question set.
As in previous series Question 2 (‘Coasts’) and Question 4 (‘Rebranding’) were by far the
most popular and Question 3 (‘Unequal Spaces’) the least.
Performance was mixed but with very few examples of candidates committing rubric
offences, e.g. two questions from either Q1+Q2, or using the wrong resource to answer a
question. Again, there were some outstanding results at the top end and centres and their
candidates are to be congratulated.
It is still pleasing to note that one area of continued improvement is the quality of responses
associated with the 15 mark fieldwork and research questions.   Centres seem to be gaining
a better understanding of the demands of this part of the exam. It was evident that many
schools are using past papers, mark schemes and other assessment-focused resources to
help prepare candidates. Many centres are using the specification as a way of signposting
their way through the fieldwork, being more careful to match what they do with what
should be done. Many students are also recognising more fully the role of ‘research’, with
some candidates explaining how it is a necessary pre-cursor (e.g. to ‘profile’ an area)
before embarking on the actual fieldwork itself. However, there was some evidence in this
series of candidates writing what appeared to be pre-rehearsed responses, which in many
instances were not specifically answering the question set. Candidates must be able to
respond clearly and carefully to the fieldwork and research question set, and not drift off at
a tangent which is only of limited relevance (just because they had been out there and done
that piece of fieldwork).
The fieldwork and research questions are an opportunity for candidates to showcase
appropriate fieldwork and research that they have carried out or discussed. It is pleasing
to see the range of techniques attempted and the sources consulted in this work. Many
candidates have an absolute armoury of fieldwork options and research resources at their
disposal. As in previous series, the very best responses were able to describe accurately
the group or individual fieldwork they had done linked to real locations. Weaker candidates
became lost in case study information not focusing on the sources from which this data had
come. Lists of fieldwork techniques can only gain a limited amount of marks and it is the
use of these techniques in an investigation that the questions often require.  
Unfortunately some candidates again seemed to be caught-out by questions which asked
them about post-fieldwork, i.e. results and conclusions. Remember that questions may not
always focus solely on the planning and execution of fieldwork and research, but could also
be focused on:
(i) a description of the methods used to present and analyse the data and; (ii) a
description of the results, conclusions and how the work was evaluated.
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As stated in previous reports, the part (a) questions are always about responding to the
resources which have been provided. Rehearsing how to respond to photographs, data
and maps is a really important skill to encourage prior to taking the exam (e.g. by using
these resources as starters at the beginning of lessons), allowing candidates to deal with
patterns, trends and anomalies. It is also very important that students establish whether
the task is one of description or explanation, or both (e.g. a “comment on” type question).
It is certainly not a place to deliver detailed or wide-ranging case studies. Some candidates
were restricted to L1 in the part (a) of some questions as they completely disregarded the
resource.   
The final group of exam questions are those in which candidates are encouraged to use a
range of examples or case study information to support their responses. These often yield
the weakest responses as they are written with only limited depth of knowledge and / or
range of detail. Choosing the most appropriate case study or examples is very important
and can in itself lead to success or failure. There are sometimes options in terms of MDC
or LDC, rural or urban, economic, social and environmental. These questions often ask for
examples which can mean types, schemes or named places. Often key words occur in these
questions such as (in this case) strategies, spectrum, marginalised, and catalyst. Such
technical terms are important and will, almost always, come directly from the specification.
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Question 1 (a)
Some mixed performance here. As with all the data-response style questions candidates
need to look to provide an overview.   Some candidates only discussed one of the tables in
the resource. The best answers recognised that sometimes patterns and change over time
were more complex than perhaps initially thought. They also used their own knowledge and
understanding to make sense of what was being offered to them.
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Examiner Comments

An example of a high quality response which thoughtfully used
data from both tables. Top of L3.

Examiner Tip

"Comment on" is wanting a candidate to partially
describe selected elements in the data / resource and
to then offer some possible explanations.
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Question 1 (b)
Most students are now managing to discuss both research and fieldwork although too many
are failing to tailor these methods and sources to the specific question asked.
Don't write generally about looking into floods. Students need more specific reference to
risks of flooding and, for top band marks, the idea that change has increased risk, e.g.
building on the flood plain - evidence from historic maps, or diverting the river, building
close to the river channel itself. Weather diaries would not really be appropriate for this
response unless they were carried out for a season or longer to compare rainfall with longer
term averages.
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Examiner Comments

A full and clear response which uses a good range of fieldwork and research linked to a
place. There is a good depth of detail provided (e.g. hydraulic radius, wetted perimeter
etc). Results and conclusions are well incorporated within the reponse. Top of L4.

Examiner Tip

Note the focus for the question is increasing risk of flooding...which
this candidate makes reference to on several occasions.
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Question 1 (c)
This section was generally successfully completed, with some excellent responses on
drought in Australia for instance. Hurricanes and flooding were equally popular. Flooding
was focused on prevention, hurricanes tended to be based around preparation and drought
revealed good knowledge of preparedness. Candidates who put in the work, and centres
who had prepared well for this focus, tended to be well rewarded. Weaker answers settled
for the 'all I know' type approach, or drifted into too many small and bitty case studies
which were generalised.
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Examiner Comments

This top band response has a well selected range of case
studies showing depth and detail, well linked to the demands
of the question. There are some good levels of knowledge
and understanding coming through.

Examiner Tip

"Using examples" can refer to places or approaches.
More than one place is normally a good route to
follow in this instance - say perhaps 2-3.
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Question 2 (a)
Basic responses did little more than list a selection of conflicts without addressing the
varying degrees of conflict. Many went into great detail explaining why certain activities are
bound to conflict. Those who were able to identify a pattern in the three colours used and
so bring out the levels of conflict, were able to score more highly. Top marks went to those
who suggested why there were these degrees of conflict or gave examples of locations they
knew.
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Examiner Comments

A top of L3 response which draws on a range of ideas successfully.
A good depth of detail.

Examiner Tip

The discriminator in this question is degree of conflict,
i.e. how some activities are more or less in terms
of their impact with each other. Candidates need to
tackle that aspect to get into the top band.

Question 2 (b)
Disappointingly many candidates thought coastal development referred to building defences
rather than economic and social changes over time (which includes built infrastructure).
There was a good deal of what seemed to be case study knowledge used here, but
many successfully adapted this to be research into historical development in traditional
resorts, e.g. Scarborough, Bournemouth and Blackpool. Recent developments, as in
Boscombe or Sitges, were also discussed. Techniques here included land use mapping/
GIS, questionnaires/interviews and research using Goad maps, internet sources and census
data. The secret of success was a focus on results and conclusions. A disappointing number
of candidates failed to refer to any results. Fieldwork was nearly always the stronger
contributor to an answer.
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Weaker candidates included fieldwork which lacked rigour e.g. 'our people survey', ' I talked
to people'; also there were problems with fieldwork that was not relevant to development,
e.g. too much on coastal defences / sand dune biodiversity / approaches or a focus on
tourism that was not linked in anyway to development, vague litter surveys etc.
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Examiner Comments

A sound summary of fieldwork and research into coastal
development. Good range and good technical detail. An
example of a L4 response.

Examiner Tip

Depth of detail in terms of the fieldwork and research
is always well rewarded, as long as it is provided in the
context of the question, i.e. coastal development and
results and conclusions.
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Question 2 (c)
This question showed a good knowledge of coastal management from most candidates.
They were clearly prepared for a similar question and had studied appropriate examples.
Level 1 tended to include those who simply wrote all they knew or who did not understand
sustainable coastal defence. In Level 2 this was understood but answers lacked focus
or had examples which were not well chosen. Most able candidates explained the merits of
sustainable defence and used more than one strategy or example. Many referred to case
studies as if they had visited them. It should be pointed out that the concept of sustainable
coastal defence is not fully understood by many and needs clearer discussion/analysis in the
classroom. Too often candidates assume that so called long-term strategies are sustainable
rather than those which work alongside natural systems. However there was good use made
of examples of integrated coastal management schemes, realignment (Essex) and dune
support (Ainsdale).
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Examiner Comments

Good, exemplified understanding of hard defences and their
problems (which is linked to the idea of needing / using
sustainable defences). Specific examples and locations.
Depth of detail. Defines sustainable concept too. Thoughtful
in places and sophisticated, e.g. last sentance. Provides a
clear explanation. Top of L3.

Examiner Tip

Sustainable defences use natural systems /
ecosystems and may be working in the context
of an integrated management plan along a large
stretch of coast.
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Question 3 (a)
Simple "lift-offs" from Figure 3 scored low marks and did not appreciate the characteristic
of the two differing locations within the city. Good terminology was used by the candidates
who scored high marks and these candidates were able to talk confidently about social
inequality, racial tension, levels of unrest and social exclusion etc. The data in this question
was well used by a majority of candidates.
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Examiner Comments

A very well reasoned and well considered answer. Clever use
of data - explores weakness.  The candidate discusses a good
range of ideas.

Examiner Tip

Practice in using these kinds of resources is an important
way of getting students used to handling maps etc under
the time pressure of an exam.
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Question 3 (b)
This is a question straight from the specification with candidates referring to urban, rural
and LEDC locations. There was a good understanding of inequality issues. Some of the
better answers were directed at rural villages or counties and examples used were well
known and well used. Cornwall was especially prominent.
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Examiner Comments

A top L3 response showing a good depth of knowledge - linking
together examples, services and then inequality. Weaker
responses omitted lack of access to services and just wrote
about inequality in general.

Examiner Tip

Two or three well selected examples (even from
the same locality), should be supported with
factual knowledge.
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Question 3 (c)
All candidates seemed to have undertaken some fieldwork to look at the success of
rebranding schemes (or schemes to reduce inequality), but a limited range of fieldwork and
research methods meant low scores, especially if little was said about the specific location
used. All too often there was fieldwork with no context, seemingly no purpose or link to
schemes; alternatively there was focus on fieldwork looking at reasons for inequality /
spatial pattern of inequality, rather than an assessment of measures put in place to reduce
inequality in an area. As in previous series, place specific detail, especially named schemes,
was an important part of forming a coherent answer.
Better responses had detail and the degree of success of the schemes was examined. A
good few of the answers read as case studies and scored relatively low marks. There were
some excellent examples of candidates’ work however, showing that in-depth studies had
been carried out both in terms of research and fieldwork (Birmingham city centre, Stratford
and rural Cornwall).

Examiner Comments

An extract from a L4 response (but not maximum), which has a clear
scheme linked, e.g. Stonehouse. Success is also covered.
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Question 4 (a)
Disappointingly a large number of candidates did not use Figure 4 except to launch into
a case study of changes triggered by the London Olympics. Responses that did refer
specifically to the photographs scored at Level 2 while those who identified/named actual
groups who might be in conflict did well (L3). A significant number of responses included
detail from other rebranding schemes and these were able to score high marks.
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Examiner Comments

A clear L3 response. Perhaps a little more explicit use of
the resource may have generated 1 or 2 more marks.

Examiner Tip

Candidates must always make a clear and meaningful
reference to the resource provided. It cannot simply
be ignored. This is the case for all part (a) questions.
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Question 4 (b)
Many candidates seemed well prepared for this question. Boscombe, Eden Project, Sydney
Olympics were all identified as catalysts that have led to sustainable outcomes. More
able candidates were able to evaluate the success of schemes and the wider issue of
‘sustainability’.  
Just using one place only would restrict marks to the top of L2. Unfortunately, sometimes
there was only a tenuous link to sustainability so candidates need to select locations with
some care - and not to use just what they can remember.

.

Examiner Comments

A good example taken from a L3 response. Depth of
detail clear.
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Examiner Comments

In this extract from a L3 response, the candidate has
provided us with a good level of detail from their example in
Manchester, including factual data. There is also a clear link to
sustainability.
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Question 4 (c)
Low scoring candidates were those who simply listed the relevant methods of research
and fieldwork, or who described the results of rebranding with little reference to their
methodology. There were some good examples but a majority of responses tended to be
mostly descriptive without much place-specific detail. Some candidates chose from current
large-scale rebranding schemes e.g. within Liverpool, Manchester and Glasgow, while others
used Olympic and Cornish locations. Many candidates did not say where their information
came from, or evaluate a scheme. Not all said it was a success, but did indicate this by
noting it was getting better, noisier, busier. Overall the marks were consistently at the
upper end of L3 and L4. Those who were able to describe a range of techniques and then
articulate some successes in detail were likely to gain most credit.
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Examiner Comments

This is a borderline L3/4 response. The candidate does try to
link to success. Generally a good range of fieldwork. Place
specific and linked to a scheme. Perhaps needs a greater range
of research for a higher mark.

Examiner Comments

A really good start in this piece of work.....pre-fieldwork
to establish possible sites and good research.
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Examiner Comments

Again another clear study with good depth of detail shown
in this extract. L4 piece of work.

Examiner Tip

Facts and figures from research and fieldwork add
depth to a response.
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Paper Summary
Please refer to previous Principal Examiners’ reports for suggestions on improving candidate
performance. Centres are also reminded to make full use of the Unit 2 presentations and
example work that are available on the Edexcel website. Also keep an eye out for the faceto-face and online training sessions that are offered by Edexcel and other training providers.

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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